April 8, 2013
The Honorable Ed Hooper, Chairman
Transportation and Economic Development Appropriations Subcommittee
Florida House of Representatives
402 South Monroe Street
The Capitol, Room 222
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1300
Re: HB 7125 Eliminating the 80% Threshold for Certificate of Destruction
Dear Chairman Hooper,
As a member of the board of the National Salvage Vehicle Reporting Program (NSVRP) and a recently retired
FBI Supervisory Special Agent in charge of the FBI’s Major Thefts program serving as the senior FBI official
for auto-related crimes for the entire country, I strongly recommend that the House Transportation and
Economic Development Appropriations Subcommittee prevent any language that eliminates testable standards
for requiring a vehicle to receive a Certificate of Destruction from moving forward.
NSVRP is a leading not-for-profit law enforcement support organization dedicated to reducing auto theft, title
fraud and abuse, and to helping to control criminal activities related to the exportation of stolen and
fraudulently obtained vehicles and is recognized by DOJ as an independent third party standards body for the
National Motor Vehicle Title Information System (NMVTIS).
NSVRP routinely monitors the sale of used and salvage vehicles. Our monitoring clearly shows that under
branding resulting from improper and in some cases fraudulent initial valuation of the extent of damage by
insurers and other owners offering badly damaged cars for sale provides increased returns for the sellers and
the auction companies that receive a percentage of the final sale price. It also creates an environment in which
these vehicles can be used by criminals to perpetrate crimes with very small and hard-to-trace footprints.
In some cases unethical intermediate buyers may purchase these vehicles for resale. Because of the extent of
the damage, bringing the vehicle back to safe operating condition is not profitable. Therefore, resellers are
likely to make only minor repairs before offering these catastrophically damaged and likely unsafe vehicles for
resale to consumers who have no idea the true extent of the prior damage, the potential for compromised safety
and the likelihood that additional extensive repairs will be required in the not so distant future. In other cases
clean title and underbranded badly damaged vehicles are purchased by criminal groups for their paperwork,
which will be used to cover subsequent thefts of other vehicles. In many cases, NSVRP is able to track these
potentially unsafe and fraudulently or improperly branded cars from insurers and other parties through the
salvage auctions and middlemen as they ultimately pass into the hands of unsuspecting consumers or through
crime groups who recycle the VINS on undamaged stolen vehicles domestically or export them for resale in
other countries. We can provide documented examples of both scenarios.
NSVRP works closely with the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), the FBI, U.S. Customs and Border
Protection, various states and other parties to help uncover and end these abuses. The first step is to ensure
vehicles get a proper brand. The second is to minimize ways in which proper branding can be removed or
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washed. Eliminating the fixed and testable 80 percent threshold for Certificate of Destruction will create a
moral hazard by leaving the decision of when a vehicle must receive a nonrepairable brand up to the insurer or
other owner of the vehicle, thus providing economic incentive to bypass non-repairable branding in the interest
of maximizing profits while compromising public safety and going against the public interest.
The examples provided with this letter help illustrate the dangers of eliminating explicit criteria for mandatory
non-repairable branding. In the case of the Chevy Tahoe and the Honda Pilot, the owners’ improper and likely
fraudulent initial valuation of catastrophically damaged vehicles being offered for sale can set the stage for
later abuses and criminal activity. While violations will continue to take place by unethical sellers and buyers
willing to break state and federal laws, rules and regulations, the proposed change to Section 319.30 of the
Florida Statute will shield this practice from effective regulation by defining ‘nonrepairable’ with such a
broad brush and removing the explicit 80 percent criteria. The third attachment shows examples of the types
of vehicles being offered for sale with repairable salvage titles in Ohio, a state that does not have a repairable
title brand. Florida can expect to see vehicles in similar condition put back on the road if a testable threshold
for Certificate of Destruction is removed and replaced with a subjective nonrepairable definition.
This very important section of the statute, which was created through extensive meetings and discussion
between consumers, law enforcement, the auto recycling industry, the insurance industry, the salvage auto
auction industry and all stakeholders impacted by these laws, has up to now protected consumers by insuring
that heavily damaged total loss vehicles are designated as non-repairable. Florida's Senate recognized these
dangers and recently removed this language from their Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles
bill.
Clearly, HB 7125 would be a dramatic and significant change to Florida’s titling laws. NSVRP believes
that elimination of a fixed damage threshold for requiring vehicles to require a Certificate of Destruction is
bad public policy.
Sincerely,
Ryan Toole
FBI SSA (Ret.)
Member of the Board of Directors, NSVRP
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Toole Testimony Example One:
FL Vehicle Auctioned with Repair
Costs Estimated by Insurance
Company at Below 80% of ACV

Note 4/8/13: There does
not to appear to be any
export information or reregistration of this vehicle
subsequent to the
auction. Therefore this
appears to be a case in
which the insurer and the
salvage auction abused
the titling and branding
system, but no criminal
bought the vehicle to
take advantage of the
paperwork, unlike the
2004 Honda Pilot
example which follows.

For	
  more	
  informa,on	
  please	
  visit	
  www.nsvrp.org	
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Toole Testimony Example Two:
Fraudulently Under Valued Repair
Estimates Lead to VIN Cloning and
Other Criminal Activity
This	
  is	
  a	
  case	
  in	
  which	
  the	
  insurance	
  company	
  under-‐
es4mated	
  the	
  damage	
  of	
  an	
  obviously	
  irreparable	
  
vehicle	
  thereby	
  avoiding	
  the	
  need	
  to	
  issue	
  a	
  non-‐
rebuildable	
  4tle,	
  allowing	
  the	
  insurer	
  and	
  the	
  auc4on	
  
company	
  to	
  enrich	
  themseves	
  by	
  ge;ng	
  more	
  at	
  
auc4on	
  for	
  the	
  underbranded	
  vehicle	
  than	
  they	
  
would	
  have	
  earned	
  had	
  the	
  vehicle	
  been	
  properly	
  
branded.	
  
Today,	
  a	
  vehicle	
  with	
  the	
  same	
  VIN	
  is	
  registered	
  in	
  
Michigan.	
  It	
  appears	
  the	
  original	
  burnt-‐out	
  but	
  
underbranded	
  Honda	
  Pilot	
  was	
  purchased	
  at	
  a	
  NJ	
  
Copart	
  salvage	
  auc4on	
  for	
  the	
  paperwork	
  by	
  what	
  is	
  
now	
  known	
  to	
  be	
  an	
  interna4onal	
  organized	
  crime	
  
group.	
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Toole Testimony Example Three:
Examples of Vehicles Recently Offered for Sale with Repairable Titles at Ohio Auto Salvage Auctions*
Ohio’s titling statutes do not include a nonrepairable brand. As a result, cars that are damaged beyond repair and should be destined only for the
scrap heap are sold with rebuildable salvage titles. This opens the door to numerous types of fraud and abuse, including criminal entities using the
paperwork to change the identity of a stolen vehicle and unscrupulous purchasers ‘flipping’ the cars by selling them to unsuspecting buyers after
making cosmetic enhancements.
If Florida eliminates the current fixed and testable 80 percent threshold for determination of requirement of a Certificate of Destruction and
replaces it with a subjective definition of nonrepairable, Florida’s drivers can expect to encounter many more vehicles that are truly beyond repair
being put back on the road either as potentially unsafe and inadequately repaired prior wrecks or as stolen vehicles using the recycled paperwork of
underbranded badly damaged vehicles.

*All of the vehicles pictured here were
offered for sale at Ohio CoPart and Insurance
Auto Auctions (IAA) salvage auctions held
during the period of July 17 to July 30, 2012.
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